
Château le Thil

Les Sources de Caudalie is delighted to offer you 11 rooms and suites in a small, luxury bed and breakfast on the Château

Le Thil Comte Clary estate, set just a mile away from the hotel.

Information and booking: +33 (0) 5 57 83 83 83 / sources@sources-caudalie.com

mailto:sources@sources-caudalie.com


The building has been lovingly restored: authentic

features remain, carefully combined with the owner’s

signature interior design inspired by the history of

the Aquitaine region and local wine trade, through

intriguing antiques, traditional materials and local

fabrics.

Enjoy the cosy yet elegant atmosphere, created with

the feeling of living well instilled throughout, and

appreciate a delicious breakfast in the reception

room on the ground floor…

The idyllic environment promises you unforgettable

walks and discoveries.

Room from 192 €
Suite from 320 €



A majestic place

Enjoy the cosy yet elegant atmosphere, created with the

feeling of living well instilled throughout and appreciate

a delicious breakfast in the reception room on on the

ground floor..

The idyllic environment promises you unforgettable

walks and discoveries.



Step into you room and be greeted by its original atmosphere

with its contrasting mix of styles: Sun Yellow or Merlot Red,

Back from India or Lascaux… Names that conjure up very

special ambiences, both astonishing and extraordinary.

Welcome in a universe really out of time.



Privatize the Chartreuse du Thil

Make Château Le Thil your home for a week-end or a

seminar…

Extend your event with a Grands Crus tasting, a gala

dinner or a peaceful night. The living rooms, the 11

rooms and suites and the secular park will allow you

to combine work and relaxation in the most pleasant

way.

Quote on request



Les Sources de Caudalie

Chemin de Smith Haut Lafitte

33650 Bordeaux-Martillac

T. + 33 (0)5 57 83 83 83

sources@sources-caudalie.com

www.sources-caudalie.com


